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1. Introduction

With the current increase in digital data, there is a need for reliable and

flexible storage systems. Storage nodes, e.g., disks or servers, can be un-

reliable when it comes to storing data for long periods of time. In case of

a node failure, if there is no backup, user data could get lost with no pos-

sibility of recovering it. A distributed storage system (DSS) is a system

consisting of several servers, which act together as a storage system. It

is used to store data reliably such that, if a small subset of servers fails,

the user can recover the data from other servers. For this sake, the stor-

age system has to contain redundancy. It is then straightforward to see

that one way to store information reliably and redundantly is to simply

replicate the data on multiple servers. For storage efficiency, however, it

is better to use erasure coding techniques [14], e.g., maximum distance

seperable (MDS) codes, regenerating codes, or maximum rank distance

(MRD) codes.

Nowadays, storage systems are used increasingly, be it for online stor-

age or simple peer-to-peer networks. This raises the concern of user pri-

vacy. User privacy can be achieved by hiding the identity of the user,

known as anonymity, or hiding the identity of the file desired by the user,

known as private information retrieval (PIR). User anonymity is achieved

among the set of users utilizing the storage system, i.e., among the poten-

tial users [32]. The onion router, or Tor in short, was built such that the

user’s anonymity is protected by connecting to the servers through virtual

tunnels, making it near impossible for the sites to trace the user request

back to their location [20, 41]. However, anonymity is not always feasible,

especially in cases where user authentication is desired, e.g., Netflix or

other paid services.

On the other hand, PIR schemes give the user the ability to ask for a file,

without revealing the identity of that file to any of the servers. One way
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Introduction

of achieving privacy, in the PIR sense, is to download all the files stored in

the system. This solution gives the user privacy, but it is very inefficient,

due to the possibly very large size of the download. The problem of con-

structing PIR schemes was first introduced by Chor et al. in 1995 [10]. In

this setting, an m-bit string, {x1, . . . , xm}, is considered to be replicated on

n servers, and the user wants to retrieve bit xi from this DSS privately.

The authors devise a PIR scheme that reduces the communication com-

plexity, i.e., the number of the uploaded and downloaded bits, when the

number of servers in the system is at least two. Moreover, it was also

proven that when the data is stored on a single server, i.e., n = 1, and

the server has unlimited computational power, the user can only achieve

privacy by downloading all m bits.

However, in 1997, Kushilevitz and Ostrovsky [26] revisited the PIR

problem, while assuming some limits on the computational power of the

servers in the DSS. The authors then show that the communication com-

plexity of the PIR scheme on a single server can be reduced by assuming

the hardness of the quadratic residuoisity problem. Later in [8], the au-

thors show that under the assumption that the servers cannot solve the

φ-hiding problem, the communication complexity of a single server PIR

scheme can be further reduced. Despite that this setting allows the user

to achieve privacy on a single server without downloading all the files,

these schemes have high computational complexity on the server side.

Moreover, in these schemes, privacy is not fully guaranteed, but relies on

hardness assumptions which are not proven.

In subsequent years, significant work was done on constructing PIR

schemes with low communication complexity on a system with data repli-

cated on multiple servers, without any assumptions on their computa-

tional power [5, 6, 16, 45]. In more recent works, the PIR setting assumes

a DSS storing m files {x1, . . . , xm}, where the file size is much larger than

the number of files. In this setting, the request (query) size is generally

independent of the file size, and thus, the number of communicated bits

can be estimated by the number of downloaded bits only. The PIR rate is

then measured as the ratio of the size of the desired file to the total size

of the downloaded data. The PIR capacity is the highest achievable PIR

rate in a certain setting. In 2017, Sun and Jafar [38] found the capacity

of PIR on a replicated system with n servers and m files.

In 2014, Shah et al. [36] initiated a line of work where the data is as-

sumed to be encoded on the DSS using an erasure code. In this work,
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the authors show that only one extra bit of download is enough to achieve

PIR, assuming that the number of servers is exponential in the number

of files. Later in [9], the authors derive bounds on the tradeoff between

storage cost and download cost for linearly coded data. The PIR capacity

for an [n, k] MDS coded system was found in [4], and in Publication I we

construct a PIR scheme achieving the asymptotic capacity, i.e., the capac-

ity of the PIR scheme when the number of files, m, is unbounded. PIR

schemes on arbitrary linear storage codes were constructed in [25].

In all the previously mentioned works, the servers are assumed to be

non-communicating. In general, however, the servers can be assumed to

communicate or collude in an effort to deduce the identity of the desired

file. The capacity for PIR from a replicated DSS with colluding servers

was found in [39]. For a DSS with coded databases, the capacity of PIR

with colluding servers is still an open question. However, a PIR scheme on

a DSS encoded using an [n, k] Reed-Solomon (RS) code was devised in [18],

and the PIR capacity was conjectured. A counterexample was then found

which settled that the conjecture was false for a coded storage system

with two files, m = 2. For an unbounded number of files, however, the

conjectured asymptotic capacity in [18] is still unsettled.

In addition to the above settings, much work has been done in the case

where some servers are unresponsive, and some send incorrect data. The

servers may send incorrect data for one of two reasons, either they are

byzantine (malicious), or they are unsynchronized, i.e., have outdated in-

formation. The problem of constructing PIR schemes on replicated data

with byzantine servers was considered in [2, 7, 13]. The capacity of PIR on

a DSS, where the data is replicated on multiple servers with some collud-

ing servers and some byzantine servers was found in [3]. In Publication II,

an adaptive PIR scheme was constructed on an [n, k] MDS coded database

which achieves the asymptotic PIR capacity. Furthermore, in Publica-

tion IV, we construct a PIR scheme on a DSS encoded using an RS code,

allowing for colluding, unresponsive, and byzantine servers. Another sim-

ilar setting was introduced in [17], where the servers are assumed to be

unsynchronized. In this setting, the authors construct an adaptive PIR

scheme.

In more recent years, the notion of symmetric PIR (SPIR) was studied.

In the symmetric PIR setting, the user wants to hide the identity of the

desired file, and the servers want to share information only about the

file desired by the user. In other words, the privacy of both ends of the
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communication is considered. A first SPIR scheme on replicated data with

non-colluding servers was constructed in [40]. The authors also found the

capacity of SPIR on replicated data. Later, SPIR schemes were devised

on MDS coded data with non-colluding servers in [44]. The authors later

quantified the capacity of linear SPIR schemes on MDS coded data with

colluding servers in [42], and the capacity of SPIR schemes on replicated

data with colluding, byzantine, and unresponsive servers in [43].

The work in this thesis focuses on PIR schemes on coded data. The rest

of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we give some basics

of coding theory, we define formally a distributed storage system, and we

recall some erasure codes and their properties. The results of the publica-

tions in this thesis are discussed in Chapter 3. In Section 3.1, we discuss

more formally the definition of PIR and the basic schemes introduced in

[10]. Then, in Section 3.2, we define more formally the settings of a PIR

scheme used in this work. In Sections 3.3 to 3.6, we discuss our results

on PIR schemes on certain erasure codes. Finally, Chapter 4 provides

concluding remarks and future work directions.
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2. Coding Theory and Applications: an
Overview

Data storage is a major concern nowadays due to the massive increase in

digital data. The concept of distributed storage is to store data reliably

on a decentralized network of servers. As servers may be unreliable, dis-

tributed storage systems (DSSs) introduce redundancy to the system. Re-

dundancy can be introduced by replicating the data on the servers, which

allows for recovery of a failed server, or reconstruction of a file by contact-

ing any other server. In terms of coding, this is referred to as a repetition

code. Erasure codes are an evolution of repetition codes offering a lower

storage overhead. In this setting, the files are divided into k parts which

are then encoded into n symbols. Good erasure codes are built such that

any k out of the n symbols are sufficient to recover the files. In this chap-

ter, we give the basic properties of some erasure codes.

2.1 Preliminary Definitions

Let q be a power of a prime. We denote the field of q elements by Fq. For

any two vectors u, v ∈ F
n
q , we denote their inner product by 〈u, v〉. We also

denote by [n] the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. An identity matrix Ik×k is a square k×k

matrix with ones on the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere.

To store messages reliably, they are encoded into codewords. An en-

coding is an injective mapping from a vector space of dimension k into a

vector space of dimension n, where n ≥ k [34]. These codewords form a

code. A q-ary code of length n is a nonempty subset of Fn
q .

A systematic code is a code such that the output data contains the un-

coded input data. On the other hand, in a non-systematic code, the input

symbols are contained in the output as coded symbols only.

Linear codes are a subclass of codes such that any linear combination of

two codewords of C is also a codeword of C. In this work, we only consider

13
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linear codes, thus we briefly use code to refer to a linear code. A code C
has three important parameters: the dimension k, length n, and minimum

distance dmin. We call such a code an [n, k, dmin] code.

• The dimension dim(C) = k of C is the number of symbols in a message

stored using the code C, i.e., the dimension of the message space F
k
q .

• The length n of C is the length of the codewords in the codebook. We

define the redundancy of the code as n − k, and the rate of the code

as k
n .

• The minimum distance dmin of a code is defined as

dmin = min
u,v∈C
u�=v

dist(u, v),

where dist(·, ·) is the distance between two codewords.

There are two distance metrics that will be useful to us, the Hamming

distance, and the rank distance.

Definition 1 (Hamming distance). The Hamming distance dH(·, ·) be-

tween two codewords in a code C is the number of positions where they

differ.

The rank distance utilizes the isomorphism Fqs
∼= F

s
q, which implies

a bijective map from vectors a ∈ F
n
qs to matrices A� Φ(a) ∈ F

s×n
q . The

rank of a vector is defined as the rank of its matrix representation, i.e.

rkq(a) = rkq(A).

Definition 2 (Rank distance). The rank distance between a and b for a, b ∈
F
n
qs is the rank of the difference of the two matrix representations:

dR(a, b) � rkq(a− b) = rkq(A−B).

Any code satisfies a relation between its minimum distance dmin and its

redundancy n− k. This relation is the Singleton bound.

Proposition 1 (Singleton Bound). For any code C, the redundancy n − k

is strictly greater than the minimum distance, i.e.

n− k ≥ dmin − 1.

A generator matrix GC of an [n, k, dmin] code C is a k×n matrix, such that

rk (GC) = k. Then a message m ∈ F
k
q is encoded into a codeword c by the

relation

c = mGC .
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An information set of an [n, k, dmin] code C is defined as any subset Ik of

[n], with |Ik| = k, such that the columns of GC indexed by Ik are linearly

independent.

Definition 3. The dual of a code C ∈ Fq is the code C⊥ = {x ∈ Fq | 〈x, c〉 =
0 ∀ c ∈ C}. Moreover, dim(C) + dim(C⊥) = n.

We next define two information theoretic quantities, namely, the entropy

and the mutual information [11].

Definition 4 (Entropy). The entropy H(X) of a discrete random variable

X is a measure of the uncertainty of X. It is defined by

H(X) = −
∑
x∈X

p(x)log(p(x))

where p(x) is the probability of event X = x.

The conditional entropy of a random variable Y given another random

variable X is defined as

H(Y |X) =
∑
x∈X

p(x)H(Y |X = x).

Definition 5 (Mututal information). Consider two random variables X

and Y . The mutual information I(X;Y ) between X and Y is the reduction

in the uncertainty of X due to the knowledge of Y . It is formally defined as

I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ).

2.2 Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) Codes

Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes are erasure codes that have

minimum distance dmin = n − k + 1, i.e., meet the singleton bound with

equality. Those codes are capable of correcting n − k erasures and
⌊
n−k
2

⌋
errors. We shortly denote the code as an [n, k] MDS code, as dmin is implied

by definition. The dual of an [n, k] MDS code is an [n, n−k] MDS code, i.e.,

the class of MDS codes is closed under the dual operation. Reed-Solomon

(RS) codes are the most widely known MDS codes.

A very important property of MDS codes is that any k-subset forms an

information set, in other words, any k × k submatrix of its generator ma-

trix G is invertible [29].
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Example 1. An [n, k] MDS code with n = k + 1 is a simple parity check

code with generator matrix

G =
(

Ik×k 1k

)
where 1k is the all ones vector of size k. For this code, servers 1, . . . , k

store the uncoded information symbols and server k + 1 stores the sum

of all the symbols. This code has rate RC = n−1
n , and one can see that

any k × k submatrix of G is invertible. This code has minimum distance

dmin = (k + 1)− k + 1 = 2, and can therefore correct only one erasure.

2.2.1 Reed-Solomon (RS) codes

Let us start by defining a Vandermonde matrix.

Definition 6 (Vandermonde matrix). A Vandermonde matrix V is a k× n

matrix with Vij = αi−1
j , where α1, . . . , αn are n distinct elements of F, hence

|F| ≥ n. The Vandermonde matrix is given by the following matrix

V =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

α0
1 . . . α0

n

... . . . ...

αk−1
1 . . . αk−1

n

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

Let k ≤ n and denote the space of all single-variable polynomials of

degree < k by F[z]<k. An RS[n, k] code is defined as

RS[n, k] = {eval(f(z)) : f(z) ∈ F[z]<k}

where eval is the map defined as

eval : F[z] → F
n, eval(f(z)) = (f(α1), . . . , f(αn)) ∈ F

n.

Let G be a Vandermonde matrix and f0, . . . , fk−1 be information symbols.

We can see that G is a generator matrix of an [n, k] RS code,

eval(f(z)) = (f0, . . . , fk−1) ·G.

2.2.2 Reed-Solomon Codes for Storage

Consider a storage code C such that C = RS[n, k]. We assume that each

file f i is divided into L stripes. We can represent the file f i as an L × k

matrix
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f i =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

f i
1,0 f i

1,1 . . . f i
1,k−1

f i
2,0 f i

2,1 . . . f i
2,k−1

...
...

...
...

f i
L,0 xiL,1 . . . xiL,k−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.1)

The k information symbols of row f i
� are encoded as coefficients of a

polynomial

f i
�(z) = f i

�,0 + f i
�,1z + · · ·+ f i

�,k−1z
k−1 (2.2)

of degree < k. This polynomial is evaluated at n distinct points α1, . . . , αn ∈
Fq, and the evaluations of these polynomials at αj are stored on server j.

Therefore, the matrix yi = f i ·G of the encoded symbols of file f i is of the

form

yi =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

f i
1(α1) · · · f i

1(αn)
... . . . ...

f i
L(α1) · · · f i

L(αn)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.3)

2.2.3 Star Product of RS Codes

We next define the star product of two subvector spaces. We denote the

star product defined in [18] as �.

Definition 7. For any two vector spaces V and W in F
n
q , we can define

V �W to be the subspace of Fn
q generated by the Hadamard products, such

that V � W = 〈v � w|v ∈ V,w ∈ W 〉 = 〈(v1w1, . . . , vnwn)|v = {vi}, w = {wi}〉.

We cite the most important properties of the star product from [18].

• Let R(n)q ⊆ F
n
q be the repetition code of length n over Fq. For any

linear code C ⊆ F
n
q , the star product C �R(n)q = C.

• For any MDS code, C ⊆ F
n
q ,
(
C � C⊥)⊥ = R(n)q.

• The star product of two RS codes in F
n
q is again an RS code. More

specifically, let C = RS[n, k] and D = RS[n, k′] be two RS codes with

the same evaluation points α1, . . . , αn, then

C �D =
〈
{(h(α1), h(α2), . . . , h(αn)) : h(z) = f(z)g(z),

f(z) ∈ F[z]<k, g(z) ∈ F[z]<k′}
〉
,

which is an RS[n, k + k′ − 1] code, as the degree of the polynomial

h(z) is deg(h) = deg(f) + deg(g) = k − 1 + k′ − 1 = k + k′ − 2.
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Server 1

f1

Server 2

f2
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f1 + f2
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epair

[3, 2] parity-check coded DSS

Server 1

f1, f2

Server 2

f1, f2

Server 3

f1, f2

R
ep

ai
r

[3, 1] replicated system

Figure 2.1. A replicated system (left) vs an MDS coded system (right) on three servers.

We will compare the essential features of a [3, 2] MDS coded DSS to those

of a [3, 1] replicated system in Example 2.

Example 2. Assume we want to store m files f1, . . . , fm reliably on three

servers, and each file is a pair f i = (f i
1, f

i
2). One way to do that is to store

both parts of all m files on each server. Another way is to use a [3, 2] MDS

code, where the first server stores the first part f1 = {f i
1 : i ∈ [m]} of each

file, the second server stores the second part f2 = {f i
2 : i = [m]}, and the

third server stores the sum f1 + f2 = {f i
1 + f i

2 : i ∈ [m]}. The two storage

systems are shown in Figure 2.1.

In this example, one can see the tradeoff between the storage overhead (or

code rate) and the fault tolerance of the code. The code rate of the replicated

system is 1/3, while the code rate of the parity-check coded system is 2/3.

Therefore, the storage overhead of a parity check coded DSS is lower than

that of a replicated system. On the other hand, the replicated system can

tolerate two server failures while the MDS coded system can tolerate only

one server failure. In other words, two servers are needed to repair a failed

node in a [3, 2] parity-check coded system, while only one is needed for

repair in a [3, 1] replicated system, as shown in Figure 2.1. Moreover, in a

replicated system, the repair is a repair by transfer, i.e., no computation is

needed, whereas for a parity-check coded system, one needs to subtract the

two entries to get the contents of a replacing node.
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2.3 Regenerating Codes

Another subclass of erasure codes is the class of regenerating codes. A re-

generating code with the set of parameters (n, k, d,B, α, β) is a code where

a set of files of size B each are encoded, such that α coded symbols from

each file are stored on each of the n servers, and any set of k servers can

reconstruct a file. An important property of this code is the fact that any

d ≥ k servers are sufficient for repair of a failed server by downloading

β symbols from each. The total repair bandwidth is then γ = dβ. It is

important to note here that d is not equivalent to the minimum distance

of the code, dmin.

Dimakis et. al. prove in [14] that any storage (erasure) code with the

above property satisifes the cut-set bound given in (2.4) with equality.

Definition 8 (Cut-set bound). The cut-set bound is an upper bound on the

file size B:

B ≤
k−1∑
i=0

min{α, (d− i)β} . (2.4)

It is also shown that equality in (2.4) defines a tradeoff between the

parameters α and γ = βd, which cannot be simultaneously minimized.

Codes lying on this tradeoff curve are called regenerating codes, i.e. regen-

erating codes meet the bound (2.4) with equality. There are two extremal

points on the tradeoff curve defined by (2.4): the best storage efficiency,

which is referred to as the minimum-storage regenerating (MSR) point,

and the best repair bandwidth, which is referred to as the minimum-

bandwidth regenerating (MBR) point. Regenerating codes minimizing

γ = βd achieve the MBR point, while those minimizing α attain the MSR

point. In [33], the authors discuss regenerating codes on the MBR point

and on the MSR point, and construct codes that achieve those two ex-

tremal points. Let us take a closer look at these codes.

2.3.1 Product-Matrix (PM) Constructions

One of the constructions of regenerating codes was introduced by Rashmi et

al. in [33]. These constructions use the product-matrix (PM) framework.

To simplify the construction, the authors set β = 1 without loss of gener-

ality. This assumption is easily generalizable to the case where β �= 1 by

striping the files. In all what follows in this section, we assume β = 1.
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2.3.2 PM Codes in the MBR Setting [33]

At the MBR point, we optimize γ = α. We can then see that in this setting,

d = dβ = γ = α. Therefore, in this setting, the following constraints need

to hold [14]:

α = d and B = k(d− k) +
k(k + 1)

2
.

Each file f i is divided into B symbols, that are arranged in a d×d matrix

Mi such that

Mi =

⎛
⎝ S T

T� 0

⎞
⎠ . (2.5)

The submatrix S is a k × k symmetric matrix containing k(k+1)
2 distinct

file symbols, and T is a k×(d−k) matrix containing the remaining k(d−k)

file symbols.

We will refer to this construction as a PM-MBR code, and denote it by C.

Notice that C is an [nd,B] linear code over Fq. We cite an example given

by the authors in [33, Sec. IV.A.].

Example 3 (PM-MBR code). Consider the setting (n, k, d) = (6, 3, 4) over

the field F7. The original file contains B = k(d−k)+ k(k+1)
2 = 9 symbols. In

this example, α = d = 4, thus, every server stores 4 encoded symbols from

each file. The code rate for this example is RC = B
nα = 3/8. The generator

and the message matrices are given as:

G =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 4 2 2 4 1

1 1 6 1 6 6

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ and Mi =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
f i
1 f i

2 f i
3 f i

7

f i
2 f i

4 f i
5 f i

8

f i
3 f i

5 f i
6 f i

9

f i
7 f i

8 f i
9 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

For instance, the third server stores the four symbols

f i
1 + 3f i

2 + 2f i
3 + 6f i

7,

f i
2 + 3f i

4 + 2f i
5 + 6f i

8,

f i
3 + 3f i

5 + 2f i
6 + 6f i

9,

f i
7 + 3f i

8 + 2f i
9

from file f i.
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2.3.3 PM Codes in the MSR Setting

At the MSR point, we minimize storage per server, thus, α = B
k . There-

fore, the parameters α and B are given by:

α =
B

k
= d− k + 1 and B = k(d− k + 1) .

The authors in [33] construct PM codes in the MSR setting for d ≥ 2k−2.

In this setting, d ≤ 2α and B ≤ α(α + 1). In this work, for simplicity, we

assume the case where d = 2k−2 as it is the case for the first construction

given in [33]. Thus, d and B can be simplified as d = 2α and B = α(α+1).

File symbols are arranged in a 2α× α matrix

Mi =

⎛
⎝S1

S2

⎞
⎠

where S1 and S2 are α×α symmetric matrices containing α(α+1)
2 file sym-

bols each. Let G be a 2α× n Vandermonde matrix over Fq. As in the MBR

setting, the j-th column of a codeword yi = Mi�G is stored on server j, for

j ∈ [n].

We refer to this construction as a PM-MSR code. We rewrite the example

given in [33, Sec. V.A.].

Example 4 (PM-MSR code). Consider the setting (n, k, d) = (6, 3, 4) over

F13, which gives the file size B = 6. Every server is storing 2 coded symbols

from each file and the code rate is B
nα = 1/2. Matrices G and Mi are then

given by

G =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 4 9 3 12 10

1 8 1 12 8 8

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , and Mi =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
f i
1 f i

2

f i
2 f i

3

f i
4 f i

5

f i
5 f i

6

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

For example, server 3 is storing the two coded symbols f i
1 + 3f i

2 + 9f i
4 + f i

5

and f i
2 + 3f i

3 + 9f i
5 + f i

6 from file f i.

2.4 Network Coding

A network is a channel consisting of source nodes, receiver nodes, and

some intermediate nodes. The intermediate nodes forward the received

messages. If multiple messages arrive at a single intermediate node at the

same time, the node will forward a linear combination of the messsages to
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the next layer of nodes [1, 21, 24, 31]. In this work, we concentrate on the

case where one source, namely the user, wants to retrieve a file from a DSS

consisting of a set of sinks, namely the servers. The user transmits data

over a random linear network, and along the way, erroneous messages

may be inserted on any edge of the network. A network model is shown

in Figure 2.2.

Assume the sender wants to transmit n messages to the receiver, orga-

nized as the rows of a matrix Q ∈ F
n×m
qs . Note that rank codes are defined

here as subsets of an n-dimensional vector space over an extension field

Fqs . After being transmitted through the random linear network, the re-

ceiver gets the matrix R ∈ F
n×m
qs , such that

R = AQ+Ne,

where A ∈ F
n×n
qs denotes the channel matrix, Ne ∈ F

n×m
qs denotes the over-

all error vector. We assume, for simplicity, that the field size of the entries

of the network matrices is equal to qs, i.e., the linear combinations have

coefficients in Fqs . We also assume the random channel matrix A to be a

square matrix.

The probability that a square matrix is full rank is given in the following

proposition.

Proposition 2. (Probability of full rank, [21]) Let A ∈ F
κ×κ
q be a square

matrix with elements chosen uniformly at random from Fq. Then

P = P(rkq(A) = κ) ≥
(
1− 1

q

)κ

.

Network coding has many uses [14], for instance, it increases network

capacity, improves robustness, improves distributed compression, etc. . .

2.5 Maximum Rank Distance (MRD) Codes

A linear rank-metric code is a linear subspace of Fn
qs with dimension k and

minimum rank distance dmin and is denoted by [n, k, dmin]
R
q . For linear

codes with n ≤ s, the Singleton bound in Definition 1 applies, with the

distance being calculated as the rank distance, thus, dmin ≤ n − k + 1

[12, 19]. Codes achieving this bound with equality, i.e., dmin = n − k + 1,

are called maximum rank distance (MRD) codes.

A special class of MRD codes are Gabidulin codes [19]. A Gabidulin

code G(n, k) over Fqs of length n ≤ s and dimension k < n is defined by
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Server 1 Server l

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

User

Intermediate
Nodes

Y1 Yl

Figure 2.2. Network Model: The user is connected to the servers via intermediate nodes.
When data is sent from the user to the servers, or from server to user, the
messages go through a random network using the intermediate nodes.

evaluating degree-restricted linearized polynomials:

G(n, k) =
{
(f(α0), f(α1), . . . , f(αn−1)) : f(z) =

k−1∑
i=0

fiz
qi

}
,

where α0, α1, . . . , αn−1 ∈ Fqs have to be linearly independent over Fq.

Gabidulin codes are MRD codes, i.e., d = n− k + 1, cf. [19, 35]. Gabidulin

codes are a natural analog of RS codes.

As in the case of RS codes, Gabidulin codes can be used for storage. Let

C be a storage code such that C = G(n, k). Each file f i can be represented

by an L ×K matrix as in (2.1). The information symbols of row f i
� of file

f i are encoded as coefficients of the polynomial f(z). Thus the matrix yi

of encoded symbols is of the same form as in (2.3).

2.5.1 Star Product of Gabidulin Codes

We denote the star product in the context of Gabidulin codes as �Gab which

is defined in [30] and Publication VI.

Definition 9. For any two vectors v and w in F
n
qs , and let V = Φ(v) and

W = Φ(w) be their matrix representations in F
s×n
q . Recall that Φ is the

bijective map from vectors in F
n
qs to matrices in F

s×n
q . We define the star

product v �Gab w = V �W .

We next define the star product more specifically for Gabidulin codes.

Let α1, . . . , αn ∈ Fqs be linearly independent over Fq which implies n ≤ s.

Let C and D be two Gabidulin codes such that C is a G(n, k) Gabidulin code

C = {(f(α0), f(α1), . . . , f(αn−1)) : f(z) = f0z
q0 + f1z

q1 + · · ·+ fk−1z
qk−1}.
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and D is a G(n, k′) Gabidulin code

D = {(g(α0), g(α1), . . . , g(αn−1)) : g(z) = g0z
q0 + g1z

q1 + · · ·+ gk′−1z
qk

′−1}.

The star product of C and D is then defined by:

C �Gab D =
〈
{(h(α0), h(α1), . . . , h(αn−1)) : h(z) = f(g(z)),

f(z) =
k−1∑
i=0

fiz
qi , g(z) =

k−1∑
i=0

giz
qi}
〉
,

which is a G(n, k + k′ − 1) Gabidulin code.

Example 5. Consider a storage system over F25 with primitive element α

and primitive polynomial z5 + z2 + 1. Let C be a G(5, 3) Gabidulin code

defined by:

C = {(f(1), f(α), f(α2), f(α3), f(α4)) : f(z) = f0z + f1z
2 + f2z

4},

and D be a G(5, 2) Gabidulin code defined by:

D = {(g(1), g(α), g(α2), g(α3), g(α4)) : g(z) = g0z + g1z
2}.

Now the code C �D is a G(5, 4) Gabidulin code defined by:

C �D =
〈{

(h(1), h(α), h(α2), h(α3), h(α4)) : h(z) = f(g(z))

=

2∑
i=0

1∑
j=0

fi(gj)z
2i+j}〉

.
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3. Private Information Retrieval (PIR)

3.1 Definition

Private information Retrieval (PIR) is a problem introduced by Chor et. al.

in [10], in which the user is allowed to retrieve a file from a distributed

storage system (DSS), without revealing the identity of the desired file

to the servers. Of course, a naïve solution to achieve this is to download

all the files in the system, but that would incur a high communication

complexity. Two settings of PIR have been studied in the literature:

• Computational PIR (CPIR), where the identity of the desired file is

computationally hard to find given the query received by the server.

In this setting, privacy is achieved under certain hardness assump-

tions and assuming limited computational power at the server. Some

work has been done to achieve CPIR on single server storage,without

downloading all the files in the system [27, 8].

• Information-Theoretic PIR (IT-PIR) where no limit on the servers’

computational power is assumed. In this setting, it was proved in

[10] that for a single server setting, the user has to download all the

files to achieve PIR. This thesis focuses only on IT-PIR, therefore, in

what follows, PIR scheme is used to denote an IT-PIR scheme.

The original scheme by Chor et. al. considered a DSS with two servers

on which a data vector f =
[
f1 f2 . . . fm

]�
consisting of m files is

replicated. Let us first assume that the user is not concerned with being

private. In that case, if a user wants to retrieve a file fν , ν ∈ {1, . . . ,m},

she will send the deterministic vector eν , consisting of all zeros and a sin-

gle one on position ν to one of the servers. The server projects this deter-

ministic vector on its stored data, which gives the desired file 〈f , eν〉 = fν ,
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Server 2

f

Server 1

f

u
u + e ν

〈f,
u + e ν

〉〈f,u〉

〈f, u + eν〉 − 〈f, u〉 = 〈f, eν〉 = f ν

Figure 3.1. Chor’s scheme on 2-server replicated system

and sends it back to the user. On the other hand, if the user wants to keep

the file identity ν hidden from the servers, the user can generate a random

vector u ∈ F
m
q , and send it to one of the servers, then add the determinis-

tic vector eν to the random vector u and send u+eν to the other server, as

shown in Figure 3.1. One can see that each of those query vectors is ran-

dom from the servers’ point of view. From the responses of those queries,

the user receives the product 〈f ,u〉 and 〈f ,u + eν〉, from which, she can

retrieve the product 〈f , eν〉 = fν .

3.2 Parameters of a PIR Scheme

In the basic scheme example described in Section 3.1, one can see that if

the two servers communicate their received queries, privacy is lost, since

the servers can then recover the deterministic vector eν by subtracting

the two received queries. In the original Chor scheme, the servers are

assumed not to collude. In general, servers in a DSS might communicate

in an effort to figure out the file identity ν of the user’s desired file. A PIR

scheme under the assumption that up to t servers might communicate in

a storage system is called a t-private PIR scheme, and is defined formally

in Definition 10.

Definition 10 (t-collusion). A PIR scheme protects against t-collusion, or

is t-private, if for every subset of servers T = {j1, . . . , jt} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of size

|T | = t, the mutual information between the desired file index ν and the

queries to all t servers, qj1 , . . . , qjt , should be zero, i.e.,

I(ν; qj1 , . . . , qjt) = 0.
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In order to retrieve a file privately, the user needs to communicate more

data symbols with the servers than is needed to retrieve a file without

the privacy concern. In the classical setting of PIR, the communication

complexity of a PIR scheme constitutes of both the upload and the down-

load communication. For instance, in the basic scheme example given in

Section 3.1, the user uploads two vectors of length m and downloads 2

symbols in order to retrieve fν privately.

In current storage systems and the information-theoretic reformulation

of the PIR problem, the size of the files is assumed to be much larger than

the size of the query vector, [9]. Under this assumption, the download

cost is much more significant than the upload cost in the communication

complexity. Therefore, in recent literature on PIR, the download commu-

nication complexity constitutes the efficiency of a PIR scheme.

Definition 11 (PIR Rate). The metric of efficiency of a PIR scheme is the

PIR rate, denoted RPIR. The PIR rate is defined as the ratio of the size of

the desired file to the amount of total downloaded data.

The PIR capacity, denoted by CPIR, is the supremum of all achievable

PIR rates for a certain setting.

Originally, PIR schemes were constructed on storage systems where the

files are replicated on n servers, i.e., where the storage code C is the repe-

tition code R(n)q [2, 5, 6, 7, 13, 16, 38, 45]. The capacity of a t-private PIR

scheme over a storage system containing m files replicated on n servers

was found in [39] to be

CPIR =
1− t

n

1− ( t
n)

m
. (3.1)

On the other hand, with the increased use of DSSs with coded storage, a

lot of work was done to construct PIR schemes over coded storage systems,

and to quantify the PIR capacity in those settings. PIR schemes on coded

storage were first studied as an application of batch codes in [22]. More

recently, constructing PIR schemes on DSSs that use erasure codes was

studied in [36], in which the authors show that downloading one extra bit

is sufficient to achieve PIR when the number of servers n is assumed to be

exponential in the number of files m. Tradeoffs between the storage cost

and the download cost for PIR schemes over coded storage systems were

found in [9]. Afterwards, the PIR capacity for a coded DSS using an [n, k]

MDS code was found to be

CPIR =
1− k

n

1− ( kn)
m

(3.2)
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Server 1 Server 2 . . . Server k Server k + 1 . . . Server n
f 1
1,0 f 1

1,1 . . . f 1
1,k−1

∑k−1
i=0 λi,k+1f 1

1,i . . .
∑k−1

i=0 λi,nf 1
1,i

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
f 1
L,0 f 1

L,1 . . . f 1
L,k−1

∑k−1
i=0 λi,k+1f 1

L,i . . .
∑k−1

i=0 λi,nf 1
L,i

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
f m
1,0 f m

1,1 . . . f m
1,k−1

∑k−1
i=0 λi,k+1f 1

1,i . . .
∑k−1

i=0 λi,nf m
1,i

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
f m
L,0 f m
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Figure 3.2. The layout of the encoded symbols of the m files in a DSS.

in [4], where the authors construct an achievability scheme on a DSS con-

sisting of a finite number of files, in which each file symbol is subdivided

into nm stripes. The capacity of t-private PIR schemes on a coded DSS

where t > 1 is still an open problem.

Moreover, PIR schemes over coded storage with arbitrary linear stor-

age codes were constructed in [25], and it was shown that the MDS-PIR

capacity can be achieved by some non-MDS codes [28].

3.3 PIR Schemes on Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) Codes

In Publication I, we construct a scheme that achieves PIR from an [n, k]

MDS coded DSS storing m files, where m is asymptotically large. WLOG,

the DSS is assumed to be encoded using a systematic MDS code C for

simplicity 1. The storage model is shown in Figure 3.2, and the generator

matrix GC of this storage code C is given by

GC =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝ Ik×k

λ0,k+1 · · · λ0,n

... . . . ...

λk−1,k+1 · · · λk−1,n

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (3.3)

The constructed scheme applies similar techniques as the basic scheme

of Chor et al., i.e., hiding the deterministic vectors with a key, similarly

to a one-time pad. In this scheme, we assume that every file symbol is

subdivided into L stripes, thus every file f i, i = 1, . . . ,m can be seen as an

L× k matrix as in (2.1).

To construct a 1-private PIR scheme from the DSS depicted in Fig-

ure 3.2, the user generates a random vector u ∈ F
mL
q and encodes it using

a repetition code R(n)q. We denote by D the mL×n random matrix formed

1The scheme constructed on a systematic MDS code works for a nonsystematic
MDS code, but we discuss systematic MDS coded data for simplicity.
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by this encoding. As stated in Definition 2.2.3, the star product

C �R(n)q = C, (3.4)

for any [n, k, dmin] linear code C. Now, assume the user sends the jth col-

umn of matrix D to server j. Then, the server will project the query on its

stored data, and send back the projection of the query with their stored

data. Using 3.4, we can see that the responses from the servers to the

random query matrix D are codewords in code C. Therefore, the responses

live in a code with minimum distance dmin = n − k + 1, which means the

response vector can tolerate up to n− k erasures. This implies that if the

user adds a 1 to n− k positions of the random vectors, i.e., adding a devia-

tion to n− k positions of the response matrix, the user can then correctly

decode those n− k deviations in the response vectors.

From the above discussion, it is clear that the user can send the query

matrix Q(i) formed by the sum of the random matrix and the determinis-

tic matrix consisting of n − k ones in different columns to retrieve n − k

symbols of the desired file in every query.

Since the user can retrieve n−k symbols per query, the scheme requires

the file to be subdivided into L = LCM(k,n−k)
k stripes, and the user to query

S = LCM(k,n−k)
n−k times for divisibility purposes. If the user retrieves n − k

distinct and new symbols in each sub-query, the number of distinct re-

trieved symbols after S sub-query rounds from the desired file would be

S(n−k). Since Lk = S(n−k), the user will therefore retrieve all Lk stripes

of the desired file after S sub-queries.

This is explained in more detail and an explicit construction of the sub-

queries is given in the proof of Theorem 1 in Publication I. With this

construction, we achieve the asymptotic PIR capacity on an MDS coded

storage as m → ∞, that is,

lim
m→∞CPIR = 1− k

n
. (3.5)

This is stated in Theorem 1, and proved as a construction of the scheme

in detail in Section IV in Publication I. We give here a small example.

Example 6. Consider a DSS with n = 4 servers storing m files, f1, . . . , fm,

such that f i = (f i
0, f

i
1), where f i

0 and f i
1 ∈ GF (3�) for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

The files are stored using an [n, k] = [4, 2] MDS code over GF (3). Let A =[
f1
0 f2

0 . . . fm
0

]T
and B =

[
f1
1 f2

1 . . . fm
1

]T
.

Consider the storage system such that servers 1, . . . , 4 store A,B,A +

B,A + 2B, respectively. The user wants to retrieve the file fν = (fν
0 , f

ν
1 ),
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Server 4

A + 2B

Server 3

A + B

Server 2

B

Server 1

A

u
u + eν

u
+

e νu

Figure 3.3. The queries sent to the servers in Example 6.

ν ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, by querying the four servers, without revealing any infor-

mation about the file index ν to any of them. Based on the above discus-

sion, the files are subdivided into L = 1 stripe and the user needs to send

S = 1 query to retrieve the desired file. The user generates a random vec-

tor u =
[
u1 . . . um

]T
with elements chosen uniformly at random from

GF (3) and independently of ν. The user then forms the deterministic vec-

tor eν =
[
0ν−1 1 0m−ν

]T
. Afterwards, the user sends the query vectors

u to servers 1 and 2 and u+ eν to servers 3 and 4, as shown in Figure 3.3.

Each node responds by projecting its data onto the query vector it re-

ceives. Therefore, the responses of servers 1, . . . , 4 are given by uTA, uTB,

uTA+uTB+fν
0 +fν

1 , uTA+2uTB+fν
0 +2fν

1 , respectively. From the responses

of the servers, the user will be able to obtain privately the file fν = (fν
0 , f

ν
1 ).

To retrieve the 2 desired file symbols, fν
0 and fν

1 , the user needs to download

4 symbols implying RPIR = 2/4 = 1/2, which is asymptotically optimal (as

m → ∞) [4, 9].

For successful decoding of the PIR scheme in Publication I, the user

needs to wait for the responses of all the servers to be able to decode the

file. However, this may not be possible in many cases due to some servers

being unresponsive or due to network failures. Even when all the servers

are responsive, some of them may be slow (due to being busy or due to a

slow connection). A single slow server will delay the user, even if all the

other servers are fast. Therefore, it may be better for the user to “cut" the

communication with the slow server and consider it unresponsive. Then,

the user can send new queries to the faster servers. In Publication II,

we are interested in constructing PIR schemes that have this adaptive

property.

A PIR scheme that can work even in the presence of unresponsive servers
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Server 1 u

Stage 1 Stage 2

? v v + eν v + eν

Server 2 u v ? v v

Server 3 u+ eν v + u v + u ? v

Server 4 u+ eν v v v ?

Table 3.1. An example of the proposed 1-universal and adaptive robust PIR scheme. The
scheme has two stages, with ? indicating the unresponsive server. If server i is
unresponsive in stage 1, the user sends the queries shown in column i of stage
2 to the servers j �= i.

has been studied in the literature in the case of replicated data, and is

called robust PIR [2, 7, 13]. We say that a PIR scheme is r-robust if it

can tolerate r unresponsive or slow servers, the responses of which are re-

placed with an erasure symbol ?. The erasure symbol ? is absorbing with

respect to addition, in the sense that ? + x =? for all x ∈ Fq
2. In anal-

ogy with the existing work in the literature, we aim at designing r-robust

PIR schemes that can operate on coded and not only on replicated data.

However, we require the additional property that the scheme is univer-

sally optimal, in the sense of achieving the maximum PIR rate RPIR, i.e.,

the asymptotic PIR capacity for an [n − r′, k] MDS code, simultaneously

for any number of unresponsive servers r′, up to r of them. Therefore, we

avoid having to design the scheme for the worst-case scenario assuming

the maximum number of unresponsive servers. We discuss this scheme

in detail in Publication II. We will describe the scheme by continuing

Example 6 while assuming this additional property.

Example 6 (continued from page 29). Consider the same setting as before.

Now, we assume that up to one server might be unresponsive. Therefore,

we want to design a universal 1-robust PIR scheme. We propose an adap-

tive scheme with two stages. The first stage is the same one described in

the previous part of this example. If all servers are responsive and fast,

the user would stop querying after the first stage. On the other hand, if

one of the servers is unresponsive, the user generates and sends a new set

of queries to the responsive servers in the second stage. The new queries

depend on which server is unresponsive, or deemed slow. In table 3.1, we

write explicitly the queries in stage 2 if server j is unresponsive, j = 1, . . . , 4.

2One could drop the query after a certain waiting time threshold, getting only
n− r′ responses for r′ ≤ r.
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Next, we describe in detail the case where server 1 is unresponsive in the

first stage of the PIR scheme. In this case, the user will not receive the re-

sponse of server 1, i.e., uTA, which is needed for decoding the desired file in

the first stage. Thus, the user will send a second stage of queries to retrieve

uTA and successfully retrieve the desired file symbols. The user can retrieve

uTA from server 3 or server 4, but if the user asks directly for it in stage 2,

it will reveal eν to the server, thus revealing the identity of the requested

file. Hence, the user generates a new random vector v =
[
v1 . . . vm

]T
with elements ∈ GF (3) to hide the vector u. Implementing the queries in

the second column in Table 3.1, the user can decode uTA + uTB in stage

2, and then fν using the responses from stage 1. This scheme achieves the

asymptotically optimal PIR rate simultaneously for 0 unresponsive servers

(RPIR = 1/2) and 1 unresponsive server (RPIR = 1/3).

On the other hand, we also construct t-private PIR schemes in Publica-

tion I when t ≤ n − k. The PIR scheme uses n′ = t + k ≤ n servers. The

user forms the queries by encoding t random vectors using the dual code

of the [n′, k] MDS code C. Recall that for any [n′, k] MDS code C, C � C⊥ is

the [n′, n′ − 1] MDS code. Therefore, the responses live in the [n′, n′ − 1]

MDS code, which allows the user to recover one part of the desired file in

a single query. To that end, the files will not be subdivided, and a differ-

ent part will be retrieved in each sub-query. The user sends k sub-queries

until the full file is retrieved. Therefore, the PIR rate of this scheme is

RPIR =
1

k + t
. (3.6)

This is explained in more detail in the proof of Theorem 2 in Publication

I. We illustrate this scheme through Example 7.

Example 7. Consider a DSS using the systematic [5, 3] MDS code C over

GF (5) with generator matrix

G =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 1 2

0 0 1 1 3

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

Suppose the system is storing m = 3 files, such that f i =
[
f i
0 f i

1 f i
2

]�
,

i = 1, 2, 3. Then, the data is encoded using the matrix G and stored on n

servers, as described in Figure 3.4.

The goal in this example is to construct a 2-private PIR scheme on the

DSS depicted in Figure 3.4 with RPIR = 1
k+t = 1

5 . The scheme consists of

k = 3 sub-queries.
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Server 1 Server 2 Server 3 Server 4 Server 5

f1
0 f1

1 f1
2 f1

0 + f1
1 + f1

2 f1
0 + 2f1

1 + 3f1
2

f2
0 f2

1 f2
2 f2

0 + f2
1 + f2

2 f2
0 + 2f2

1 + 3f2
2

f3
0 f3

1 f3
2 f3

0 + f3
1 + f3

2 f3
0 + 2f3

1 + 3f3
2

Figure 3.4. Distributed storage system encoded using the [5, 3] MDS code described in
Example 7.

Suppose WLOG that the user wants file f1. We will explicitly write the

first sub-query. Sub-queries 2 and 3 will follow similarly.

The user creates 2 random vectors u1 and u2 ∈ F
3
q , and use the dual code

C⊥ to encode them and form the random query matrix D. The dual code

C⊥ has generator matrix

H(n−k)×n =

⎡
⎣ −1 −1 −1 1 0

−1 −2 −3 0 1

⎤
⎦ .

According to Definition 2.2.3, the star product C � C⊥ for any MDS code

C is the [n, n− 1] parity code. Therefore, the response vectors to the random

query matrix D are codewords in a [5, 4] MDS code. This allows the user to

retrieve n−k = 1 file symbol by querying the DSS using D. Hence, the user

can add a deterministic vector to D in order to retrieve one information

symbol. One can see that, following this construction, any two servers will

see a random query and they cannot know which file is desired by the user.

This PIR scheme downloads in each sub-query one symbol from each

server to recover one information symbol. Therefore, the PIR rate in all 3

sub-queries is RPIR = 1×3
5×3 = 1

5 .

Moreover, we initiated a line of work in Publication III, where we con-

struct PIR schemes on a DSS with sets of colluding servers, such that

some sets of servers might collude, which we call colluding sets. Note

that in this case, not any set of t servers, but only certain sets of servers,

of possibly different sizes, can collude. This can be motivated by certain

servers having geographical proximity, being a local set, user community,

etc... In [23], the authors consider a DSS consisting of m files replicated

on n servers. The servers are divided into ζ disjoint colluding sets, where

set j consists of Nj servers, up to tj of which can collude. The PIR capacity

for this setting is:

CPIR =

⎛
⎝m−1∑

i=0

⎛
⎝ ζ∑

j=1

tj
Nj

⎞
⎠−i⎞⎠

−1

.
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3.4 Regenerating Codes and PIR

For DSSs where the storage code is a regenerating code, we use the un-

derlying MDS property of PM codes to construct similar schemes as the

ones used in Publication I to achieve PIR with a high rate. In Publication

V, we construct PIR schemes on such systems, when t = 1, i.e., the servers

do not collude. For this reason, we describe this construction right after

the construction of PIR from MDS codes. In [15], the authors construct

a multi-file retrieval PIR scheme for product matrix (PM) codes for MBR

and MSR codes. In their scheme, p files can be retrieved simultaneously,

where n = pk + d.

3.4.1 Minimum Bandwidth Regenerating (MBR) Code
Construction

In Section 2.3.2, we introduced the notion of the MBR extremal point

and the product matrix (PM) construction of regenerating codes built to

achieve the MBR point. To construct a PIR scheme on a DSS coded using

an (n, k, d) regenerating code, we use the symmetric property of PM-MBR

codes to achieve a high PIR rate. The scheme in Theorem 1 in Publication

V achieves a PIR rate of

RPIR =
3(n− k)(2α− k + 1)

6nα− 3nk + 3n− k2 + 1
.

As compared to the work in [15], to privately retrieve p files using the

scheme in Publication V, the user has to apply the single file PIR scheme

p times. We compare the PIR rate in the two schemes for a (40, 7, d) MBR

storage code different values of d in Figure 3.5. In the scheme in [15],

n = pk + d must hold, thus, p varies with d. The larger the number of

messages to be downloaded, the larger the PIR rate of [15], but it remains

bounded by the scheme in Publication V for every admissible value of

p. We also compare the PIR rate achieved by this scheme to the asymp-

totic PIR capacity of a PIR scheme for an [n, k] MDS coded storage sys-

tem with no collusion, to the asymptotic capacity of a PIR scheme for

an [nd,B] MDS coded storage system with no collusion, and to the con-

jectured asymptotic capacity of a PIR scheme for an [nd,B] MDS-coded

storage system with full d-collusion in Figure 3.6. Considering the stor-

age code as an [nd,B] linear code, the PIR protocol must resist to colluding

sets of size α. Therefore, we can see that one cannot hope to achieve the

PIR capacity of an [nd,B] MDS coded storage.
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Figure 3.5. PIR rate versus d for the scheme in Publication V and the scheme in [15] with
n = 40 and k = 7, and n = pk + d.

In the scheme we propose for PM-MBR codes in Publication V, we make

use of the symmetric property of matrices Mi, which allows the user to

reuse information in order to decrease the download complexity, i.e., in-

crease the PIR rate. In this work, the servers are assumed not to collude.

Each file is subdivided into L = n − k stripes, and k sub-queries are sent

to the servers. The k sub-queries are generated in a similar manner to

the scheme in Publication I. A sub-query is an n × mL matrix sent by

the user to retrieve information from the servers, such that row j of the

query matrix is sent to server j. Randomness is embedded in the queries

as a way to hide the identity of the user’s desired file. Naturally, if privacy

were not a concern, a query to retrieve the file fν would be the vector of

size n×mL with zeroes everywhere, except in position ν corresponding to

the requested file. We give a simple example to highlight the basic scheme

used in this work.

Example 8. We use the (6, 3, 4) PM-MBR regenerating code described in

Example 3. For this purpose, the files are divided into L = n−k = 3 stripes,

and the user sends k = 3 sub-query vectors:

Sub-query 1 Sub-query 2 Sub-query 3

Server 1 u v w

Server 2 u v w

Server 3 u v w

Server 4 u+ e3(ν−1)+1 v + e3(ν−1)+2 w + e3(ν−1)+3

Server 5 u+ e3(ν−1)+2 v + e3(ν−1)+3 w + e3(ν−1)+1

Server 6 u+ e3(ν−1)+3 v + e3(ν−1)+1 w + e3(ν−1)+2

Here, e(ν−1)L+s ∈ F
mL
q is the deterministic vector with all zeros, but one 1
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in position (ν−1)L+s, which corresponds to stripe s of what is stored from

file fν . Vectors u,v,w ∈ F
mL
q are vectors picked uniformly at random and

sent to each server.

Server responses: All servers project the data stored in rows 3 and 4 on

all sub-queries. Then, only servers 2, . . . , 6 project the first 2 sub-queries

on the data stored in their second row. Lastly, servers 3, . . . , 6 project the

first sub-query on the data stored in row 1. Then the servers send their

projections back to the user.

We next show that the scheme allows the user to decode the desired file.

• Decodability: For the last d− k = 1 row, the user receives the projection

of all three sub-queries from all six servers. The storage code used to encode

the data in the last row is a [6, 3] MDS code. The responses to the first sub-

query from the last row are:

Response 1

Server1
∑m

i=1

∑3
s=1 u3(i−1)+s · (f i

s,7 + f i
s,8 + f i

s,9)

Server2
∑m

i=1

∑3
s=1 u3(i−1)+s · (f i

s,7 + 2f i
s,8 + 4f i

s,9)

Server3
∑m

i=1

∑3
s=1 u3(i−1)+s · (f i

s,7 + 3f i
s,8 + 2f i

s,9)

Server4
∑m

i=1

∑3
s=1 u3(i−1)+s · (f i

s,7 + 4f i
s,8 + 2f i

s,9) + fν
1,7 + 4fν

1,8 + 2fν
1,9

Server5
∑m

i=1

∑3
s=1 u3(i−1)+s · (f i

s,7 + 5f i
s,8 + 4f i

s,9) + fν
2,7 + 5fν

2,8 + 4fν
2,9

Server6
∑m

i=1

∑3
s=1 u3(i−1)+s · (f i

s,7 + 6f i
s,8 + f i

s,9) + fν
3,7 + 6fν

3,8 + fν
3,9

From the above table, we can see that the user can recover the three ran-

dom symbols
m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

u3(i−1)+s · f i
s,7,

m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

u3(i−1)+s · f i
s,8

and
m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

u3(i−1)+s · f i
s,9,

along with the three sums of information symbols

fν
1,7 + 4fν

1,8 + 2fν
1,9,

fν
2,7 + 5fν

2,8 + 4fν
2,9,

fν
3,7 + 6fν

3,8 + fν
3,9.

Following the same reasoning, from the second and third sub-queries the

user can retrieve the random symbols

m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

v3(i−1)+sf
i
s,7,

m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

w3(i−1)+sf
i
s,7,
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m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

v3(i−1)+s · f i
s,8,

m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

w3(i−1)+s · f i
s,8

and
m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

v3(i−1)+s · f i
s,9,

m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

w3(i−1)+s · f i
s,9,

along with the sums of required symbols,

fν
2,7 + 4fν

2,8 + 2fν
2,9, fν

3,7 + 4fν
3,8 + 2fν

3,9,

fν
3,7 + 5fν

3,8 + 4fν
3,9, fν

1,7 + 5fν
1,8 + 4fν

1,9,

fν
1,7 + 6fν

1,8 + fν
1,9, fν

2,7 + 6fν
2,8 + fν

2,9.

From the information sums, the user can retrieve the desired symbols fν
7 , f

ν
8 ,

and fν
9 . Notice that the PIR scheme run over the fourth column achieves a

PIR rate of 3/6.

For the third row, the storage code is a [6, 4] MDS code. Recall that the

user has already collected information in the responses from row 4. As a

consequence, the user knows the vector fν
9 as well as the random symbols

m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

u3(i−1)+s · f i
s,9, ,

m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

v3(i−1)+s · f i
s,9,

and
m∑
i=1

3∑
s=1

w3(i−1)+s · f i
s,9, .

Therefore, the responses from the third row allow the user to decode the

symbols, just like from the responses from the last row. The user, thus,

recovers fν
3 , fν

5 , and fν
6 with a rate 3/6.

For the second row, the storage code is also a [6, 4] MDS code, but the user

can use the information she collected from rows 3 and 4. Thus, the user

does not need the response from server 1 in order to decode the symbols. It

means that the code can be assumed to be reduced to a [5, 2] MDS code. The

user can then decode the parts fν
2 , and fν

4 from servers 2, . . . , 6 and from

the first 2 sub-queries, with rate 6/10 = 3/5.

Following the same reasoning for the first row, the user needs the re-

sponses of servers 3, . . . , 6 to the first sub-query only. The storage code can

be seen as a [4, 1] repetition code on those servers, after introducing the al-

ready known information. This allows the user to decode the last part of

the file, fν
1 , with rate 3/4.
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Figure 3.6. PIR rate versus d when n = 40. Comparison between the PIR rate of the
scheme in the current work, the capacity 1 − k/n of a PIR scheme for an
[n, k] MDS coded storage system with no collusion, the capacity 1−B/nd of a
PIR scheme for an [nd,B] MDS coded storage system with no collusion, and
the conjectured capacity 1 − (B + d − 1)/nd of a PIR scheme for an [nd,B]

MDS-coded storage system with full d collusion.

Finally, the PIR rate of the scheme in this example is RMBR = 3+6+9+9
4+10+18+18 =

27
50 = 0.54. We see that this rate is larger than 1 − k

n = 1 − 3
6 = 1

2 = 0.5

which is the capacity of scalar MDS-coded PIR schemes, but less than

1 − B
nd = 1 − 9

6×4 = 5
8 = 0.625, which is an upper bound on the capac-

ity of [nd,B]-coded PIR schemes.

• Privacy: Privacy follows from the fact that every server sees a uniform

random vector.

3.4.2 Minimum Storage Regenerating (MSR) Code Construction

In Section 2.3.3, we introduced the notion of the MSR extremal point and

the construction to achieve this minimum storage point. For the MSR

point, we construct a PIR scheme in Publication V, where we consider

d = 2k − 2 for simplicity. The PIR scheme achieves a PIR rate

RPIR =
3(n− 2α)

3n− 2α+ 2
,

which is between 1−d/n, the rate obtained by Dorkson and Ng [15] which

is also the PIR capacity of an [n, d] MDS code, and 1−k/n, the PIR capacity

of an [n, k] MDS code. We compare the rates for n = 40 and d = 2k − 2 in

Figure 3.7.

Example 9. We use the (6, 3, 4) PM-MSR regenerating code presented in

Example 4, with α = 2. Files are divided into L = n − 2α = 2 stripes, and
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Figure 3.7. PIR rate versus α in the MSR case, for fixed n = 40 with 2α = d = 2k − 2.

the user sends 2α = 4 sub-queries:

Sub-query 1 Sub-query 2 Sub-query 3 Sub-query 4

Server 1 u v w y

Server 2 u v w y

Server 3 u v w + e(ν−1)L+1 y + e(ν−1)L+2

Server 4 u v w + e(ν−1)L+2 y + e(ν−1)L+1

Server 5 u+ e(ν−1)L+1 v + e(ν−1)L+2 w y

Server 6 u+ e(ν−1)L+2 v + e(ν−1)L+1 w y

The vector e(ν−1)L+s ∈ F
F×(n−2α)
q is the all zero vector with a single 1 in

position (ν−1)L+s, i.e., indicating stripe s from file fν . Vectors u,v,w,y ∈
F
mL
q are random uniformly distributed vectors.

The servers project the data stored in row 2 on all the queries. Servers 1

and 2 do not respond to any other queries. Servers 3, . . . , 6 project only the

first 2 sub-queries on the data stored in the first row.

3.5 PIR with Byzantine Servers

In addition to constructing PIR schemes on a DSS with replicated data,

assuming up to t colluding and r unresponsive servers, much work has

been done assuming that some servers are Byzantine (malicious) or un-

synchronized, and thus return erroneous information to the user [2, 7, 13,

17]. In [3], the PIR capacity for a DSS consisting of m files replicated on

n servers and up to t colluding and b byzantine servers was found to be

CPIR =
n− 2b

n
·

1− t
n−2b

1− ( t
n−2b)

m
. (3.7)
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f i
L zk · f i

L−1 z(L−1)k · f i
1

hi,(S) zρ · hi,(S−1) z(S−2)ρ · hi,(2) z(S−1)ρ · hi,(1)

Figure 3.8. Partitioning the polynomial f i
� into S blocks of size ρ (bottom) and L blocks of

size k each (top).

For coded storage, the t-private PIR schemes on MDS coded data with

n servers constructed in Publication I use only n′ = k + t of the servers.

In [18], the authors construct t-private PIR schemes using RS codes on n

servers, using the star product between RS codes, as discussed in Defini-

tion 2.2.3. Using some techniques from [18], we construct a scheme for

PIR on RS coded data that allows for b byzantine servers, r unresponsive

servers, and t colluding servers in Publication IV.

The DSS encodes m files using an [n, k] RS storage code C, as described

in Section 2.2.2. We will briefly describe the PIR scheme, then give a

simple example to highlight its basic properties. We will assume that

the byzantine servers respond with an arbitrary element in F
�
q, and the

unresponsive servers that respond with an erasure symbol ?. In this work,

we assume that after n−r servers respond, the user cuts the other r slower

servers.

As in previous schemes, the files are subdivided into L stripes, and S

sub-queries are sent to the servers to retrieve a complete file. In every

sub-query s, we choose the query codewords from the RS code D = RS[n, t].

To correct b errors and r erasures, the response vector should live in a code

with minimum distance dmin = 2b+r+1. Recall from Definition 2.2.3 that

the star product of any two RS codes C and D with the same evaluation

points is an RS code, i.e., C � D = RS[n, k + t − 1]. Thus, among the n

dimensions of the response vector, k+ t−1 dimensions are spanned by the

randomness. Moreover, 2b+r dimensions are required for error correction,

and therefore, ρ = n−(k+t−1)−(2b+r) dimensions are left for information

retrieval.

For divisibility purposes, the files are subdivided into

L =
LCM(ρ, k)

k
(3.8)

stripes and the user sends

S =
LCM(ρ, k)

ρ
(3.9)

sub-queries. Thus, Lk = Sρ, which allows the polynomial f i
� to be parti-

tioned in two different ways, as shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.9. General Scheme for retrieving file fν .
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)
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Figure 3.10. Divisions for Example 10. The file fν is split into two parts hν,(1) and hν,(2),
which are retrieved in rounds 1 and 2, respectively.

Assuming the user would like to retrieve file fν privately, she then adds

the evaluation of another polynomial to the query, such that all ρ coeffi-

cients of a polynomial hν,(s)(z) are all retrieved in round s. A schematic of

the scheme is shown in Figure 3.9, and the scheme is explained in more

detail in Section III.B in Publication IV. The scheme achieves a PIR rate

RPIR =
n− k − t− 2b− r − 1

n− r

which we conjecture is the asymptotic PIR capacity in this setting.

We next give a simple example to highlight the scheme basics.

Example 10. Suppose a DSS with parameters n = 9, k = 4, t = b =

r = 1. Let the storage code C be an [9, 4] Reed-Solomon code. Let α be

the evaluation vector of the Reed-Solomon code. To correct the errors and

erasures, the responses should live in a code with a minimum distance

dmin ≥ 2b+ r+1 = 4, allowing it to tolerate b errors and r erasures. Among

the n = 9 total dimensions of a single response, k + t − 1 = 4 dimensions

are spanned by randomness required to preserve privacy and introduced

by the storage code, and 2b+ r dimensions are required to perform erasure
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Figure 3.11. Retrieval scheme construction for Example 10. The file fν , consisting of 4
coefficients, is retrieved over 2 rounds.

and error correction. Hence, no more than the remaining ρ := n− (k + t+

2b + r − 1) = 2 dimensions can be used to retrieve information. According

to (3.8) and (3.9), the files will be subdivided into L = 1 stripe (thus we

drop the subscript �) and the scheme will require S = 2 rounds to retrieve

Sρ = 4 symbols.

Suppose that the user wishes to download file fν privately. Based on the

above discussion, in each round the user can recover exactly ρ = 2 symbols

of file fν . We see that in this example, since file fν has one stripe, we can

write

fν(z) = fν
1,0 + fν

1,1z + fν
1,2z

2 + fν
1,3z

3 (3.10)

= hν,(2)(z) + hν,(1)(z)z2 (3.11)

where hν,(1)(z) = fν
1,2 + fν

1,3z and hν,(2)(z) = fν
1,0 + fν

1,1z, as depicted in

Figure 3.10. In round s of the scheme, the user can retrieve the coefficients

of hν,(s)(z), which comprise ρ symbols of the desired file, see Figure 3.11.

In round 1, a random coefficient (constant polynomial) di,(1) is chosen for

every file f i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. For the requested file, fν , the monomial z2 will be

added to dν,(1). In other words, we define

q(1)(z) = (q1,(1)(z), . . . , qm,(1)(z)), where qi,(1)(z) =

⎧⎨
⎩ di,(1) if i �= ν

di,(1) + z2 for i = ν
.

Then, the query qj sent to the jth server is given by

q
(1)
j = q(1)(αj) = (q1,(1)(αj), . . . , q

m,(1)(αj)) =

⎧⎨
⎩ di,(1) if i �= ν

di,(1) + α2
j if i = ν

.

Without the errors and erasures induced by the Byzantine and unrespon-
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sive servers, the response from server j is

r
(1)
j = 〈q(1)j , yj〉 =

m∑
i=1

qi,(1)(αj)f
i(αj) (3.12)

=

m∑
i=1

di,(1)f i(αj) + α2
jf

ν(αj) . (3.13)

The vector r(1) = (r
(1)
1 , . . . , r

(1)
n ) consisting of all of the responses from the n

servers is therefore

r(1) = eval(r(1)(z)), where r(1)(z) =

m∑
i=1

di,(1)f i(z) + z2fν(z) .

Since deg(r(1)(z)) ≤ 5, we see that r(1) is an element of a Reed-Solomon code

with parameters [9, 6] with minimum distance 4, and can thus tolerate the

one error and one erasure introduced by the Byzantine and unresponsive

servers, respectively.

Expanding the polynomial r(1)(z), we have

r(1)(z) =
m∑
i=1

di,(1)f i(z) + z2fν(z) (3.14)

=

m∑
i=1

di,(1)f i(z) + hν,(2)(z)z2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:g(z), deg≤3

+hν,(1)(z)z4 . (3.15)

Since deg(g(z)) ≤ 3, we have that eval(g(z)) ∈ C. Therefore, we can recover

the coefficients of hν,1(z), namely fν
1,2 and fν

1,3, from the response vector r(1).

In round 2, we again sample m constant polynomials di,(2) and set

q(2)(z) = (q1,(2)(z), . . . , qm,(2)(z)), where qi,(2)(z) =

⎧⎨
⎩ di,(2) if i �= ν

di,(2) + z4 if i = ν .

A similar calculation as in the first round shows that the total response

vector r(2) in the second round, before the addition of errors and erasures,

is r(2) = eval(r(2)(z)), where

r(2)(z) =

m∑
i=1

di,(1)f i(z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg≤3

+hν,(2)(z)z4 + hν,(1)(z)z6︸ ︷︷ ︸
known from round 1

. (3.16)

The user receives eval(r(2)(z)) plus a vector consisting of errors and era-

sures. From round 1, the user knows hν,(1)(z), and before correcting for

errors and erasures can subtract eval(hν,(1)(z)z6) from what they receive.

What is left is a codeword of a Reed-Solomon code, which can correct the

errors and erasures as in round 1. Again as in round 1, the user reads off

the coefficients of hν,(2)(z), namely fν
1,0 and fν

1,1.
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The user now has all of the coefficients of fν and can reconstruct the

entire file. The rate of this scheme is clearly seen to be

n− r − (k + t+ 2b− 1)

n− r
=

ρ

n− r
=

2

8
=

1

4
.

3.5.1 Symmetric PIR scheme

A PIR scheme is symmetric if the user, while retrieving the requested

file fν , gains no information about any of the other files f i for i �= ν.

Symmetric PIR was studied in [42], which deals with the case of b = r = 0,

as well as in the scheme of [43], which deals with the case k = 1.

We extend the above scheme to a symmetric variant by assuming the

servers have access to a joint source of randomness. Each round, the

joint source of randomness outputs a uniform random codeword π(s) =

eval(π(s)(z)), where π(s)(z) ∈ F[z]<k+t−1.

The symmetric variant in Publication IV uses the minimum amount of

shared randomness and achieves the same rate as the asymmetric PIR

variant, which we also conjecture is the capacity of a symmetric PIR

scheme on MDS coded data in this setting.

The symmetric PIR scheme follows exactly as before, with the distinc-

tion that all servers compute the responses back to the user by adding a

common “secret” π(s). The responses of the non-Byzantine servers would

then be r
(s)
j = 〈q(s)j , yj〉+ π

(s)
j . As before, the user receives an erasure sym-

bol from the unresponsive servers, and an arbitrary element of Fq from the

Byzantine servers. Since deg(π(s)(z)) < k + t − 1, it is absorbed into the

‘randomness’ term g(s)(z) and therefore does not affect how the user re-

covers the ρ information symbols. Since π(s)(z) is uniformly chosen, there

is clearly no information leaked about any files f i for i �= ν.

3.6 Network Coding with PIR

The use of networks as a communication channel between the user and

the servers made way to considering a scheme that allows the user to

retrieve a file from a set of servers through a network privately. In Pub-

lication VI, we assume a random linear network over which a user com-

municates with l servers storing data using a Gabidulin code G(n, k). We

assume a random linear network as defined in Section 2.4.

As shown in Figure 2.2, we assume a DSS with l servers, storing m files

f1, . . . , fm ∈ F
s×k
q , where each file f i is subdivided into L stripes. The data
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f ∈ F
mL×k
qs is defined as follows

f = Φ−1

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

f1

f2

...

fm

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ∈ F

mL×k
qs ,

where Φ−1 denotes the one-to-one mapping from s × k matrices in Fq to

vectors in F
k
qs (i.e., the inverse mapping of Φ). Every row of f ∈ F

mL×k
qs is

encoded with a G(n, k) code over Fqs to obtain mL Gabidulin codewords,

contained in the rows of Y ∈ F
mL×n
qs .

Assume that the data is stored on l servers where n is divisible by l. We

divide the matrix Y into l blocks of ρ � n/l columns and store each such

block on a separate server. We denote by Yj ∈ F
mL×ρ
qs the jth block of Y ,

stored on server j. The servers are assumed to be honest-but-curious, and

at most t of them may collude, i.e., share the queries that they receive

with each other.

According to the system model, each server is storing ρ columns of Y ,

which means the privacy constraint should take into account that each

server acts as ρ colluding “sub-servers”. We can view the system as a set

of n sub-servers, such that column j of Y is stored on sub-server j, and up

to ρt servers may collude. Technically, the collusion in this setting is not

full ρt-collusion as not any ρt sub-servers can collude, but we assume full

ρt collusion for simplicity.

In this work, we first assume an error-free network, where only erasures

may occur on the random network matrix, and then move on to a network

where both errors and erasures may occur.

Assume that s divides m, and that the user wants file fν . The files are

subdivided into L = n − k − ρt + 1 stripes, and a file will be retrieved in

k rounds of queries. In sub-query round i, the user generates tρ random

vectors of length mL, denoted by u
(i)
1 , . . . , u

(i)
tρ ∈ F

mL
q , such that

U (i) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

u
(i)
1
...

u
(i)
tρ

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

�

, (3.17)

where U (i) ∈ F
mL×tρ
q . These vectors are then mapped onto tρ vectors of

size μ = mL/s in Fqs , forming matrix U (i)′. The vectors are chosen uni-

formly at random so that the queries received by any tρ servers reveal no

information about the index of the requested file.
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≡

Encoding

u(i)
1,1 ... u(i)

1,tρ
...

. . .
...

u(i)
mL,1 ... u(i)

mL,tρ

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

u(i)
1 u(i)

tρ· · ·

U (i) = ∈ F
mL×tρ
q

u(i)′
1,1 ... u(i)′

1,tρ
...

. . .
...

u(i)′
μ,1 ... u(i)′

μ,tρ

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

u(i)′
1 u(i)′

tρ· · ·

U (i)′ = ∈ F
μ×tρ
qs

d (i)′
1,1 ... d (i)′

1,n
...

. . .
...

d (i)′
μ,1 ... d (i)′

μ,n

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

d (i)′
1

d (i)′
μ

...D(i)′ = ∈ F
μ×n
qs

d (i)
1,1 ... d (i)

1,n
...

. . .
...

d (i)
mL,1 ... d (i)

mL,n

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

d (i)
1

d (i)
mL

...D(i) = ∈ F
mL×n
q

Figure 3.12. Encoding random vectors into a query matrix.

The user encodes the μ rows of U (i)′ into μ codewords of the G(n, tρ)
Gabidulin code D to generate the matrix D(i)′ ∈ F

μ×n
qs . Those μ codewords

are then mapped onto mL codewords of D to form the matrix D(i) ∈ F
mL×n
q ,

as shown in Fig. 3.12.

We briefly describe the PIR scheme for an error-free network in Sec-

tion 3.6.1 and for a network with errors in Section 3.6.2.

3.6.1 Error-Free Network

Assuming the network introduces no errors in the system, the queries will

follow in the same manner as in an RS code. The difference is that the

query codewords are now chosen from a Gabidulin code G(n, ρt), and the

servers respond by using the Gabidulin star product between the query

code and the storage code. We assume that some erasures might occur.

The probability that the responses are received by the user with no era-

sures is the probability that the random network matrices have full rank.

We denote the overall random channel transfer matrix in the network

from the user to the servers in sub-query i by A(i) ∈ F
n×n
qs and the overall

random channel transfer matrix from the servers to the user in round i

by A(i)′ ∈ F
n×n
qs .

Based on Proposition 2, the probability that both matrices A(i) and A(i)′

have full rank in all query rounds i = 1, . . . , k is
(
1− 1

qs

)2n+k
. Since the

scheme is the same for all rounds, we will drop the superscript (i) in the

following. We prove the following theorem in Publication VI (Thm 1).

Theorem 1. In the above setting, the user can decode the file fν from the

k responses from rounds i = 1, . . . , k, Rν
rec, with PIR rate

RPIR =

(
1− 1

qs

)2n+k (
1− k + tρ− 1

n

)
.

We then quantify the probability of an erasure and give the PIR rate
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assuming some erasures occur on the network in Theorem 2 in Publication

VI.

We give here a simple example.

Example 11. Let m denote the number of files. The data, f ∈ F
m×2
qs , is

encoded using a G(3, 2) Gabidulin code C over F23 , where

C = {(f(1), f(α), f(α2)) : f(z) = f0z + f1z
2}.

Hence, its corresponding generator matrix is

GC =

⎛
⎝ 1 α α2

1 α2 α2 + α

⎞
⎠ ∈ F

2×3
qs .

We consider a network with l = 3 servers, where every column Yj of

Y = XGC ∈ F
m×3
qs

is stored on a server.

Let us construct a PIR scheme where the user wants file fν from f , while

keeping the identity ν of the file hidden from the servers, and the servers

do not collude, i.e., t = 1. The number of subdivisions in this case is L =

n − k − tρ + 1 = 1. WLOG, assume the user wants file f1. To this end, we

use a G(3,1) code as the query code,

D = {(f(1), f(α), f(α2)) : f(z) = f0z}

whose generator matrix is

GD =
(

1 α α2
)
∈ F

1×3
qs .

Two rounds are needed to retrieve the full file f1, hence, let matrix e1 =(
1 0 · · · 0

)
. Then, E1,(1) is the 3 × m matrix E1,(1) =

⎛
⎝ e1

0n−1×m

⎞
⎠ ,

and E1,(2) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

01×m

e1

0n−2×m

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ which the user uses to decode the file f1. The

matrix E1,(i) is added to the random matrix D(i), which is chosen uniformly

at random from the code D.

The query matrix is then lifted,

Q
1,(i)
j =

(
1 D

1,(i)
Qj

)
,

where D
1,(i)
Qj

is the jth row of D1,(i)
Q , generated in round i, for i = 1, 2.
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In round i, the user sends row j of matrix Qf,(i) to server j. Assume that

server j receives

Q
f,(i)
j,rec =

(
a
(i)
j a

(i)
j D

1,(i)
Qj

)
,

where a
(i)
j ∈ F23 is a scalar introduced by the network in round i.

There are two cases a server can encounter:

• a
(i)
j = 0: In this case, server j receives the all-zero vector and sends

nothing back to the user.

• a
(i)
j �= 0: In this case, server j will calculate the star product of its con-

tents Yj with the received query matrix, Qf,(i)
j,rec, and lifts the obtained

matrix to form its response

R
1,(i)
j =

(
1 a

(i)
j a

(i)
j D

1,(i)
Qj

)
,

which is sent to the user. The user receives

R
1,(i)
j,rec =

(
aj

(i)′ aj
(i)′a(i)j aj

(i)′a(i)j D
1,(i)
Qj

)
from server j, j = 1, 2, 3, and forms the overall matrix

R1,(i) =
(

A(i)′ A(i)′A(i) A(i)′(Y � A(i)D
1,(i)
Q1

)

)

where A(i)′ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

a
(i)′
1 0 0

0 a
(i)′
2 0

0 0 a
(i)′
3

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ and A(i) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

a
(i)
1 0 0

0 a
(i)
2 0

0 0 a
(i)
3

⎞
⎟⎟⎠.

The user may now face two different scenarios:

– All coefficients aj
(i)′ �= 0 for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In this case, the user

can decode the matrix(
Y � D

1,(i)
Q1

)
=
(

Y � D(i)� + Y � E1,(i)
)
.

The matrix Y � D(i)� is a codeword from a G(3, 2) code C � D,

since Y is a codeword from a G(3, 2) code and D(i) is from a

G(3, 1) code. Therefore, the user can decode one rank erasure

in C � D. In our setting, the matrix E
1,(i)
j is the deterministic

matrix introduced by the user in order to decode the desired file.

The positions of the errors are known, so they can be viewed as

erasures, thus allowing the user to decode Y � E1,(i).

– On the other hand, if at least one of the coefficients aj(i)′= 0, then

A(i)′(Y � D(i)�) becomes a codeword in a G(2, 2) Gabidulin code

that is not able to correct any errors or erasures. Thus, the user
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will not be able to decode the desired file. This case is equivalent

to the case where aj
(i) = 0. For instance, assuming a′2

(i) = 0, the

user obtains R1,(i) =
(

A(i)′ A(i)′A(i) A(i)′(Y � A(i)D
1,(i)
Q1

)

)
, such

that the second row is the all-zero vector, and one can observe

that the user cannot decode the file from this response matrix.

In this example, when the decoding is successful, the PIR rate is 1
3 . Oth-

erwise, the PIR rate is zero. The probability that none of the aj
(i)’s and

the aj
(i)′’s are zero in both rounds, and thus, that decoding is success-

ful, is ((1 − 1
qs )

6)2 = (1 − 1
8)

12. Therefore, the PIR rate of this scheme is
1
3(1−

1
qs )

12 = 1
3(

7
8)

12 ≈ 0.067. We see here that the PIR rate approaches the

asymptotically optimal PIR rate 1
3 when q is sufficiently large.

3.6.2 Network with Errors

Errors in a random network happen, e.g., due to malicious servers inject-

ing erroneous packets or due to congestion. In this section, we will con-

sider such an erroneous network. The network is assumed to introduce

up to ε errors and up to τ erasures to the sent codewords.

From [37], it is known that errors of rank ε can be corrected if 2ε ≤
τ + dmin − 1, where dmin is the minimum rank distance of the code. For

this purpose, each file is subdivided into L = n− k− ρt− 2ε− τ +1 stripes.

The matrix D(i) is constructed in the same manner as before. As for the

matrix Eν,(i), it is chosen as a codeword of a rank metric code Eν such that

the response C � (D+Eν) is again a Gabidulin code, which follows from the

techniques used in Publication IV. Specifically, we start with Eν being the

n×mL all-zero matrix. In round i, for all δ ≤
⌈
iL
k

⌉
, the vector eν,(i)δ is taken

to be the vector with all zeros and a single 1 at position L(ν−1)+δ, which is

the vector requesting the stripe δ of the file fν . The vector e
ν,(i)
δ is encoded

using a G(n, 1) code Eν = {g(α0), · · · , g(αn−1) : g(z) = g0z
qiL−δk+k+ρt−1} and

added to row (ν − 1)mL+ δ of Eν,(i) 3.

Remark 1. In the above scheme, the storage code C is a Gabidulin code of

dimension k. Hence, we pick D to be a Gabidulin code of dimension tρ, so

that C �D is a Gabidulin code of dimension tρ+k− 1, as discussed in Defi-

nition 2.5.1. Thus, in round i, C �(D+Eν) is a G(n, k+tρ+L−1) Gabidulin

code, padded with parts retrieved from previous rounds 1, . . . , i − 1, with

degrees > n − 1, where degrees qtρ+k and higher of the evaluation polyno-

mial consist of parts of the file requested by the user. From C � (D+ Eν), the
3For more specific details on how the scheme is constructed, see Publication IV.
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user can interpolate to retrieve the higher powers, thus retrieving L parts

of the file she requires.

We now assume that 2ε + τ ≤ dmin − 1, where dmin is the minimum

distance of the code C � (D + Eν). Then ε errors and τ erasures can be

corrected. In this case, the underlying PIR scheme would be similar to

the scheme in Publication IV, with the ability to correct ε errors and τ

erasures. We assume that 2ε + τ ≤ dmin − 1. For the PIR scheme for

a network assuming errors and erasures may occur, the query code is

constructed assuming a certain number of errors and erasures introduced

by the network, thus, in this section, the probability of error is not taken

into account.
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4. Conclusions

The main focus of this thesis is providing privacy to users retrieving in-

formation from coded storage systems. Given the current technological

advancements, larger amounts of data need to be stored reliably for long

periods of time. With that, the use of coded storage becomes essential.

Coded distributed storage systems provide reliability and availability of

data without increasing the storage overhead to the extent of replicating

the data on multiple servers.

With the advantages of using distributed storage systems comes a con-

cern for user privacy. Private information retrieval (PIR) allows a user to

retrieve a file or multiple files from a distributed storage system without

revealing the identities of the files to any of the servers. On the other

hand, symmetric PIR allows the user to privately retrieve a file from the

storage system without getting any extra information about the undesired

files.

In this thesis, we studied the problem of constructing PIR schemes on

various distributed storage systems. We focused on optimizing the PIR

rate as the number of files in the system is asymptotically large. The

constructed PIR scheme on MDS coded data achieves the asymptotic PIR

capacity given in [4]. Also, for a storage system using an RS code, al-

lowing for colluding, byzantine, and unresponsive servers, we constructed

a scheme which achieves the asymptotic PIR capacity for all the cases

where the capacity is known. Moreover, this scheme was extended to a

symmetric PIR scheme. For regenerating codes, we built a PIR scheme

with a higher PIR rate than the known rate for the same system. Finally,

we studied the problem of retrieving a file privately from a distributed

storage system over a random linear network. In this setting, we con-

structed a PIR scheme achieving a high PIR rate.

The work on PIR is far from complete and many research questions are
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still open. One of the most intriguing problems is quantifying the PIR

capacity for coded storage systems in the presence of colluding, byzantine,

and unresponsive servers.
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